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Abstract

Automatic dimensionality reduction in text classification requires large training data sets due to the high dimensionality of the
native feature space. However, in several real world multi-label problems, such as highly demanding decision-making scenarios,
to manually classify and select features in large document sets is usually unfeasible even by specialist teams. This paper presents
CrowdFS a first approach on using collective intelligence techniques to select label specific relevant features from a large document
set. An experiment in the context of competitive intelligence for a multinational energy company showed CrowdFS producing better
results than an automatic state of the art technique.
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1. Introduction

Companies, which operate in highly competitive and dynamic markets, need to continuously search for informa-
tion, inside and outside the company. Information, such as the competitors moves or market regulation’s changes,
leads to insights and perceptions of opportunities, guiding decision-makers in their choices. Large companies have
a team of experts with the task of searching the Internet and other media, for news that might impact a specified
decision setting. It is an overwhelming task, since new information keeps continuously feeding the web. To aggra-
vate this scenario, the same piece of information contained in a document might serve to different decision settings
(multi-labeling). So, tagging a document once does not mean tagging it forever. To improve the information retrieval,
each news article could be classified simultaneously on several aspects or categories, such as the relevance, the level
and type of impact for the company, according to related rival companies and the areas of the company that can be
affected. However, the task of manually analyzing and classifying each available information item according to all
different perspectives is usually not feasibly. For this reason, there is a call for effective automatic multi-label text
classifiers to support the process of retrieving relevant information for leveraging decision-making scenarios.
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A known big challenge for text classification problems is how to deal with the high dimensionality of the feature
space1. The native feature space of a textual document consists of the unique terms (words or expressions) that
compose the document. Tens or hundreds of thousands of terms can be extracted even in medium text datasets1.
Therefore, the selection of a reduced set of native features is highly desirable to improve any classifiers (a) efficiency,
by decreasing the feature input space, and (b) effectiveness (precision and recall), by eliminating noisy features2. The
mainstream automatic feature selection approaches are based on statistical tests, correlational coefficients and cross-
validation using a significant training dataset3. Their performance depends on the size and quality of the training set.
However in highly demanding decision-making scenarios, the search space (all available documents) is very large and
significant pre-labeled training datasets are not commonly available.

A number of studies have already proven that aggregating the judgment of several individuals may result in esti-
mates that are close to the real value in different domains, a phenomenon of collective intelligence known as wisdom
of the crowds (WoC)4. The popularization of crowd-sourcing platforms and initiatives such as Amazon Mechanical
Turk allow for an easy access to WoC. This paper presents a new approach called CrowdFS that applies collective
intelligence techniques to support the selection of label specific features for multi-label text classification. Section
2 presents background information, followed by Section 3 that presents CrowdFS. Section 4 presents a quantitative
experiment conducted on a multinational energy company to evaluate the proposed approach. The results analysis
demonstrates, in section 5, the feasibility of this approach and its usefulness mainly in small labeled training sets
scenarios. The challenges, issues and future work related to this new term selection approach are raised and discussed
in section 6.

2. Background and Related Work

Our research is mainly related to three well known areas:

• feature selection studies,
• multi-label text learning studies and
• collective intelligence studies.

2.1. Feature Selection

In some machine learning related problems whose native feature space can be considerable large, such as text
classification problems, the dimensionality reduction of the feature space is desired to improve model performance,
facilitate the data understanding and avoid model from overfitting3,5. Feature extraction and feature selection are
frequently used techniques to reduce the feature space5. Feature extraction is the process of generating a reduced
new set of features that map to the the original set of features6. Feature subset selection technique selects, from the
original set, the features that better represent the document7,8. The approach presented in this paper is a based on the
second technique, feature subset selection.

There are three main approaches for feature subset selection9(some authors10 only consider the first two ap-
proaches):

• Filter methods use specific metrics, such as information gain, chi-square and the correlation coefficient, to
evaluate each feature for further selecting the best-scored ones;
• The wrapped approach iteratively trains and evaluates classifier models with different sets of features, optimiz-

ing some objective function, such as coverage, precision, or f-measure.
• Embedded methods include variable selection as part of the training process without splitting the data into

training and testing sets.

Typical filter, wrapper and embedded methods use pre-classified documents to evaluate the relevance of each
feature. Also, wrapper and embedded methods use classifiers whose performance is highly dependent on the amount
and quality of the training set. Hence the aforementioned feature selection approaches are dependent on the same
factors and as a consequence feature selection results are generally modest when the training data sets are small. The

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.procs.2017.08.074&domain=pdf
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method presented in this paper can be classified as a variant of the feature filter selection approach capable of reducing
the training set size requirements.

2.2. Multi-label Classification

The first studies about multi-label learning were focused specifically on text classification domain11,12,13. Currently,
multi-label learning methods have been studied and applied in several domains other than textual document retrieval,
such as image14, audio15, video analysis16 and bioinformatics17 classifications.

LIFT18 is a multi-label classifier that uses feature extraction techniques to construct label specific features. The
LIFT algorithm18 is related to our work because it claims that the use of specific features per label can result in more
accurate multi-label classifiers. However the LIFT algorithm does not explicitly select the features. LIFT achieves
dimensionality reduction by extracting new features. Since the LIFT algorithm is based on clustering analysis to
construct features, it is not applicable in cases with small training sets. Our approach focuses on building good
classifiers with small training sets that are not contemplated by the LIFT algorithm.

Fig. 1. Crowd-based Feature Selection (CrowdFS)

2.3. Collective Intelligence

Our approach is based on the power of the human crowd work, even not qualified people. Collective intelligence
can be defined as a collective decision capability that is at least as good as or better than any single member of the
group19. Several studies are being conducted in open innovation platforms domain to support the process of selecting
the best ideas from a large set20,21,22.

J.T. Pintas, L. Correia and A.C.B. Garcia / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2017) 000–000

A multi-voting approach23 known as Bag of Stars (BOS) is commonly adopted in this context of open innovation
platforms24. In this approach, users are asked to distribute a pre-defined number of N votes to the best ideas25.
However a recent study24 concludes that a multi-vote approach which asks users to distribute votes on the worst
ideas, called the Bag of Lemons (BOL), can result in a faster process of collectively filtering ideas. The basic rationale
behind this approach is that crowds are much better at eliminating bad ideas than selecting good ones24.

The problem of filtering best features/terms for each label can be compared to the problem of filtering best ideas.
Therefore, the BOS and BOL approaches fit well the goal of intelligent feature selection.

From what has been presented in related work we notice the absence of a feature selection method that can be
successfully applied in small training set scenarios leading to our proposal presented in next section.

3. The CrowdFS method

Our method is based on a two-stage feature selection process. In the first stage, a feature set is created based on
any automatic filter selection algorithm. With a set of pre-filtered features at hand, a crowd is involved to vote the
most relevant or the least relevant features, according to the BOS and BOL crowd-based approaches.24 This process is
repeated for each label, resulting in specific feature sets per label. The learning algorithm must be defined to consider
the feature sets that were selected individually for each label. The CrowdFS approach is detailed as presented in
Figure 1.

The initial feature set is composed of terms (words) extracted from all documents. Preprocessing techniques (e.g.
stop words elimination and stemming) can be implemented to reduce the initial feature set size26. Even so, depending
on the size and volume of the training set, the resulting feature set can be considerably large. For this reason, the
approach is composed by an automatic filtering first step. The percent of features that will be filtered in each stage
(automatic and collaborative) should be adjusted accordingly to the size of the initial set, the collaborative filtering
capacity and the final size required.

The proposed approach is based on two main hypotheses. The first one is that the collaborative combined evaluation
of terms can approach the expert average evaluation. If this is proven, we will know that we can use people considered
non-specialists to increase the scalability of the proposed approach. The second hypothesis is that if we use a two-
step filtering, including as second step a collaborative selection through voting, we can obtain a classifier with better
precision and recall metrics. The next section details the design of the experiment conducted in order to evaluate the
feasibility of the CrowdFS approach and test these two associated hypotheses.

4. Experiment Description

4.1. Dataset and automatic feature selection phase

The public dataset Reuters-21578 was chosen for the experiment because it is the main benchmark for evaluation
of text classification models2. The ModApte Split subset, which is composed of 7,770 training and 3,019 testing
documents, was selected because it is the primary Reuters-21578 subset used for research purposes and because it
consists only of documents that have been systematically viewed and evaluated2.

For this experiment, the categories Acquisitions, Money and Oil(Crude) were chosen because they are among the
five categories that have the most documents labeled in the dataset and because they are related to activities realized
by the company where the experiment was conducted, a multinational energy company. The number of documents
classified for each category in the training and test set is presented in the following table:

Table 1. Number of training and testing documents of selected labels.

Label Training documents Testing documents

Acquisitions 1650 719
Money 538 179
Oil (Crude) 389 189
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For each selected category, an automatic feature evaluation method was performed and the 100 most relevant
features of each category were selected. The Chi-square (CS) evaluation method was chosen because it is popular2 and
reached good results when compared to other feature evaluation methods in several text classification benchmarks.1,27

4.2. Collaborative selection stage

The experiment was conducted in the context of information retrieval to feed decision-makers of a Brazilian multi-
national energy company in a very competitive environment. Subjects were mainly the company's employees from
information technology and exploration & production departments. We used two different multi-voting approaches:
Bag of Stars (BOS) and Bag of Lemons (BOL)24 during the second stage of our feature selection approach. The first
strategy, BOS, requested participants to allocate their choices among the features that best identify a document con-
sidering a label and the second strategy, BOL, requested participants to select the features that should be discarded,
considering the label. For each label 10 positive points (stars to select the best terms) and 10 negative points (lemons
to select the worst terms) were provided to participants. In both cases, they were allowed to allocate more than one
vote for the same term revealing their degree of certainty in their choices.

Before performing the actual experiment, a pilot study was conducted with three people in order to validate the
design. During the pilot study, we found out that the number of terms presented for each label, coming from the first
automatic phase, was excessive (100 words). Participants complained and we realized there were too many, so we
decided to set a limit of 50 terms. For the final experiment, we presented only the 50 most relevant words, selected by
the automatic phase, per category.

We passed an online questionnaire using the SurveyMonkey tool to obtain the participants profile, as presented
in Figure 2. The actual experiment involved 29 employees, of which three were experts in selecting documents that
would impact decision-makers in competitive scenarios.

Fig. 2. Demographics of experiment participants

5. Data Analysis

The experimental data was collected from all the 29 participants as a crowd. However the analysis has two parts.
Firstly, as described in subsection 5.1, we show the crowd participation reached expert average levels. Secondly, as
described in subsection 5.2, we show the collaborative approach produces more accurate results, also with better recall
than an automatic multi-label text classifier model.

5.1. Comparison of the average evaluation of experts and other participants

In order to evaluate the distance between non-specialists and experts evaluation, the evaluations were separated
into two groups: specialists and non-specialists. For each group, a ranking of terms was calculated by summing all
the evaluations. Table 2 shows the number of terms that are at the same time in both rankings considering top 25, 10
and 5 terms with the highest score.

J.T. Pintas, L. Correia and A.C.B. Garcia / Procedia Computer Science 00 (2017) 000–000

Table 2. The intersection between the average evaluation of the specialists compared with an average evaluation of the other participants.

Label Method 25 high score features 10 high score features 5 high score features
Intersection Percentage Intersection Percentage Intersection Percentage

Oil(Crude) BOS 17 68% 8 80% 5 100%
Oil(Crude) BOL 18 72% 7 70% 4 80%
Acquisition BOS 15 60% 7 70% 3 60%
Acquisition BOL 19 76% 7 70% 2 40%
Money BOS 18 72% 9 90% 3 60%
Money BOL 15 60% 6 60% 4 80%

This analysis shows that the average of the evaluation performed by people considered non-specialists was close to
the average evaluation of the specialists. For example, in a selection of 5 best terms (features) based on the evaluation
of the non-specialist participants was on average 70% similar to the top 5 features considering the average evaluation
of the experts.

5.2. Comparison of the collaborative approach with the automatic approach

The primary objective of this section is to compare the proposed approach (using BOL and BOS) with the selected
automatic approach (Chi-square). For this, three rank groups were created according to the term evaluation method,
a ranking group based on the sum of the positive evaluations (BOS), another group based on the negative evaluations
(BOL) and the last control group with the rankings automatically generated by the Chi-square algorithm (CHI) for
each category. Each ranking group is composed of three rankings, one ranking for each category (label). The BOS
and Chi-square rankings have the feature relevance proportional to the score, the higher the score, the higher the term
rank. The BOL method has the ranking inverted, the more points (votes) a term received the lesser the term rank and
relevance.

To compare the learning effectiveness of each evaluation method, a first-order multi-label classifier was developed
that, besides the usual parameters (terms matrix and training target label matrix), also receives as parameter which
feature set should be considered for each label. A first-order multi-label classifier addresses the problem of multi-
label classification by decomposing it into a number of independent binary classification problems.28 For this study,
the multi-label classifier was developed by the composition of binary classification models based on Support Vector
Machines (SVM). This method was selected because it is popular and presents good results when applied to text
categorization tasks.29 The implementation of the multi-label classifier was performed on the MATLAB platform and
LIBSVM open library.30

The comparison between methods was conducted using precision and recall metrics, the two primary metrics
used in information retrieval area.2 Because precision and coverage are inversely proportional metrics, we focus our
analysis also on the comparison of the F-measure metric which is the harmonic mean of precision and coverage. In
multi-label problems, the effectiveness of the classifier needs to be evaluated considering all labels. For this reason, an
averaged version of precision and recall metrics has to be calculated to consider all labels. There are two main ways
to compute this average28:

• Macro-averaging recall/precision - arithmetic mean of recall/precision metrics computed separately for each
label.
• Micro-averaging recall/precision - recall/precision computed from a confusion matrix where each element is

obtained by summing the corresponding elements of the confusion matrices of all labels

Using the Macro-averaging, each label will represent exactly the same weight on final averaged value. Using the
micro averaging, labels may have different influence in final value depending on the number of positive classified
instances of each label. A Macro-averaging version of F-measure can be computed using Macro Averaging precision
and recall as follows:

Macro-averaging F-measure =
2 ×Macro-averaging Precision ×Macro-averaging Recall

Macro-averaging Precision +Macro-averaging Recall
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For each selected category, an automatic feature evaluation method was performed and the 100 most relevant
features of each category were selected. The Chi-square (CS) evaluation method was chosen because it is popular2 and
reached good results when compared to other feature evaluation methods in several text classification benchmarks.1,27

4.2. Collaborative selection stage

The experiment was conducted in the context of information retrieval to feed decision-makers of a Brazilian multi-
national energy company in a very competitive environment. Subjects were mainly the company's employees from
information technology and exploration & production departments. We used two different multi-voting approaches:
Bag of Stars (BOS) and Bag of Lemons (BOL)24 during the second stage of our feature selection approach. The first
strategy, BOS, requested participants to allocate their choices among the features that best identify a document con-
sidering a label and the second strategy, BOL, requested participants to select the features that should be discarded,
considering the label. For each label 10 positive points (stars to select the best terms) and 10 negative points (lemons
to select the worst terms) were provided to participants. In both cases, they were allowed to allocate more than one
vote for the same term revealing their degree of certainty in their choices.

Before performing the actual experiment, a pilot study was conducted with three people in order to validate the
design. During the pilot study, we found out that the number of terms presented for each label, coming from the first
automatic phase, was excessive (100 words). Participants complained and we realized there were too many, so we
decided to set a limit of 50 terms. For the final experiment, we presented only the 50 most relevant words, selected by
the automatic phase, per category.

We passed an online questionnaire using the SurveyMonkey tool to obtain the participants profile, as presented
in Figure 2. The actual experiment involved 29 employees, of which three were experts in selecting documents that
would impact decision-makers in competitive scenarios.

Fig. 2. Demographics of experiment participants

5. Data Analysis

The experimental data was collected from all the 29 participants as a crowd. However the analysis has two parts.
Firstly, as described in subsection 5.1, we show the crowd participation reached expert average levels. Secondly, as
described in subsection 5.2, we show the collaborative approach produces more accurate results, also with better recall
than an automatic multi-label text classifier model.

5.1. Comparison of the average evaluation of experts and other participants

In order to evaluate the distance between non-specialists and experts evaluation, the evaluations were separated
into two groups: specialists and non-specialists. For each group, a ranking of terms was calculated by summing all
the evaluations. Table 2 shows the number of terms that are at the same time in both rankings considering top 25, 10
and 5 terms with the highest score.
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Table 2. The intersection between the average evaluation of the specialists compared with an average evaluation of the other participants.

Label Method 25 high score features 10 high score features 5 high score features
Intersection Percentage Intersection Percentage Intersection Percentage

Oil(Crude) BOS 17 68% 8 80% 5 100%
Oil(Crude) BOL 18 72% 7 70% 4 80%
Acquisition BOS 15 60% 7 70% 3 60%
Acquisition BOL 19 76% 7 70% 2 40%
Money BOS 18 72% 9 90% 3 60%
Money BOL 15 60% 6 60% 4 80%

This analysis shows that the average of the evaluation performed by people considered non-specialists was close to
the average evaluation of the specialists. For example, in a selection of 5 best terms (features) based on the evaluation
of the non-specialist participants was on average 70% similar to the top 5 features considering the average evaluation
of the experts.

5.2. Comparison of the collaborative approach with the automatic approach

The primary objective of this section is to compare the proposed approach (using BOL and BOS) with the selected
automatic approach (Chi-square). For this, three rank groups were created according to the term evaluation method,
a ranking group based on the sum of the positive evaluations (BOS), another group based on the negative evaluations
(BOL) and the last control group with the rankings automatically generated by the Chi-square algorithm (CHI) for
each category. Each ranking group is composed of three rankings, one ranking for each category (label). The BOS
and Chi-square rankings have the feature relevance proportional to the score, the higher the score, the higher the term
rank. The BOL method has the ranking inverted, the more points (votes) a term received the lesser the term rank and
relevance.

To compare the learning effectiveness of each evaluation method, a first-order multi-label classifier was developed
that, besides the usual parameters (terms matrix and training target label matrix), also receives as parameter which
feature set should be considered for each label. A first-order multi-label classifier addresses the problem of multi-
label classification by decomposing it into a number of independent binary classification problems.28 For this study,
the multi-label classifier was developed by the composition of binary classification models based on Support Vector
Machines (SVM). This method was selected because it is popular and presents good results when applied to text
categorization tasks.29 The implementation of the multi-label classifier was performed on the MATLAB platform and
LIBSVM open library.30

The comparison between methods was conducted using precision and recall metrics, the two primary metrics
used in information retrieval area.2 Because precision and coverage are inversely proportional metrics, we focus our
analysis also on the comparison of the F-measure metric which is the harmonic mean of precision and coverage. In
multi-label problems, the effectiveness of the classifier needs to be evaluated considering all labels. For this reason, an
averaged version of precision and recall metrics has to be calculated to consider all labels. There are two main ways
to compute this average28:

• Macro-averaging recall/precision - arithmetic mean of recall/precision metrics computed separately for each
label.
• Micro-averaging recall/precision - recall/precision computed from a confusion matrix where each element is

obtained by summing the corresponding elements of the confusion matrices of all labels

Using the Macro-averaging, each label will represent exactly the same weight on final averaged value. Using the
micro averaging, labels may have different influence in final value depending on the number of positive classified
instances of each label. A Macro-averaging version of F-measure can be computed using Macro Averaging precision
and recall as follows:

Macro-averaging F-measure =
2 ×Macro-averaging Precision ×Macro-averaging Recall

Macro-averaging Precision +Macro-averaging Recall
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To analyze the influence of the size of training set on effectiveness of each method, the comparison between methods
was performed in two stages. First we performed an analysis considering the complete set of training documents, and
then another analysis was performed simulating small training subgroups as follows in the subsections below.

5.2.1. Analysis considering whole training set
For each evaluation method (Chi-Square, BOL and BOS), 50 classification models were trained and tested con-

sidering the 50 possible different cut points in the original set of 50 terms selected for each category. Each cut point
considers a different number of discarded terms, with the minimum cut off a single term and the maximum of 49 terms
discarded. In this way, it is possible to compare the performance of the evaluation methods in each cut scenario. In
this section, training and testing were performed using exactly the standard split between training and testing of the
dataset used (ModApte Split).

The comparison of the recall, precision and F-measure results are presented in figs. 3-5.

Fig. 3. Average recall (macro and micro) by evaluation method

Fig. 4. Average precision (macro and micro) by evaluation method
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Fig. 5. Macro averaged F-measure by evaluation method

For these graphs, the X-axis represents the number of terms discarded for each cut point and the Y-axis represents
the value obtained in the metric that is being evaluated considering that cut point. It is possible to note a performance
decrease of BOL method when the cut off features exceeded 25 terms, because the ranking generated by BOL focuses
on the worst terms. Thus, the best terms for each label have a tied score (no lemon) and therefore there is no rank
differentiation between them. For this reason, we can notice that the BOL method tends to achieve better results when
a small or medium cut (up to 50%) is desired. For the equivalent reason, the BOS method tends to achieve better
results when a more aggressive cut (more than 50%) in the number of terms is performed. After all, using the BOS
method, a set of worst terms tends to be tied with no stars.

Analyzing these graphs it is possible to note that neither the collaborative ranking of better terms (BOS) nor the
ranking of worse terms (BOL) obtained consistent better results when compared to the automatic method (CHI) when
the whole training set was used. As explained in section 4.1, the categories selected in the dataset (Oil, Acquisitions
and Money) have a considerable number of training documents. Since the automatic method used (Chi-square) is
calculated based on training set examples, it tends to obtain better results when it has a large volume of training
instances. For this reason, we conjectured that the CrowdFS approach, by using human common sense, could be more
appropriate for small training sets scenarios, precisely when automatic methods tend to get worse results. The next
section evaluates the CrowdFS performance in such scenarios by simulating several small training sets extracted from
original set.

5.2.2. Analysis simulating small training sets
To analyze the CrowdFS performance in small training set scenarios, the original dataset was randomly divided

into 100 different training subsets, each one composed of 77 documents. As each subset is composed by different
documents, the initial set of terms (features) can be different for each subset. As it was not viable to repeat the
collaborative part of the experiment 100 times, we use the original answers to simulate the collaborative evaluations
in each subset scenario as explained below.

The 25 top ranked terms using BOS method were extracted and stored. For each subset, the automatic Chi-square
ranking was extracted and the 200 top ranked terms were stored. For each subset, this ranking was adjusted by moving
all BOS top ranked terms to the top of the ranking keeping the BOS original relative ranking between these terms. We
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To analyze the influence of the size of training set on effectiveness of each method, the comparison between methods
was performed in two stages. First we performed an analysis considering the complete set of training documents, and
then another analysis was performed simulating small training subgroups as follows in the subsections below.

5.2.1. Analysis considering whole training set
For each evaluation method (Chi-Square, BOL and BOS), 50 classification models were trained and tested con-

sidering the 50 possible different cut points in the original set of 50 terms selected for each category. Each cut point
considers a different number of discarded terms, with the minimum cut off a single term and the maximum of 49 terms
discarded. In this way, it is possible to compare the performance of the evaluation methods in each cut scenario. In
this section, training and testing were performed using exactly the standard split between training and testing of the
dataset used (ModApte Split).

The comparison of the recall, precision and F-measure results are presented in figs. 3-5.
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Fig. 4. Average precision (macro and micro) by evaluation method
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Fig. 5. Macro averaged F-measure by evaluation method

For these graphs, the X-axis represents the number of terms discarded for each cut point and the Y-axis represents
the value obtained in the metric that is being evaluated considering that cut point. It is possible to note a performance
decrease of BOL method when the cut off features exceeded 25 terms, because the ranking generated by BOL focuses
on the worst terms. Thus, the best terms for each label have a tied score (no lemon) and therefore there is no rank
differentiation between them. For this reason, we can notice that the BOL method tends to achieve better results when
a small or medium cut (up to 50%) is desired. For the equivalent reason, the BOS method tends to achieve better
results when a more aggressive cut (more than 50%) in the number of terms is performed. After all, using the BOS
method, a set of worst terms tends to be tied with no stars.

Analyzing these graphs it is possible to note that neither the collaborative ranking of better terms (BOS) nor the
ranking of worse terms (BOL) obtained consistent better results when compared to the automatic method (CHI) when
the whole training set was used. As explained in section 4.1, the categories selected in the dataset (Oil, Acquisitions
and Money) have a considerable number of training documents. Since the automatic method used (Chi-square) is
calculated based on training set examples, it tends to obtain better results when it has a large volume of training
instances. For this reason, we conjectured that the CrowdFS approach, by using human common sense, could be more
appropriate for small training sets scenarios, precisely when automatic methods tend to get worse results. The next
section evaluates the CrowdFS performance in such scenarios by simulating several small training sets extracted from
original set.

5.2.2. Analysis simulating small training sets
To analyze the CrowdFS performance in small training set scenarios, the original dataset was randomly divided

into 100 different training subsets, each one composed of 77 documents. As each subset is composed by different
documents, the initial set of terms (features) can be different for each subset. As it was not viable to repeat the
collaborative part of the experiment 100 times, we use the original answers to simulate the collaborative evaluations
in each subset scenario as explained below.

The 25 top ranked terms using BOS method were extracted and stored. For each subset, the automatic Chi-square
ranking was extracted and the 200 top ranked terms were stored. For each subset, this ranking was adjusted by moving
all BOS top ranked terms to the top of the ranking keeping the BOS original relative ranking between these terms. We
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used only the BOS ranking here, because this part of the analysis simulates aggressive feature cut scenarios (5, 10,
15, 20 and 25 remaining features).

For each training subset in each cut scenario, two models were trained and tested. A first model based on original
Chi-square ranking and a second model based on the BOS adjusted ranking. The recall and precision (macro and
micro average) comparisons between both models are presented in tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Comparison of CHI and BOS recall and precision results.

Number Macro Macro Micro Micro Macro
of Features Ranking Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged F-measure

5 CHI 0.206 ± 0.078 0.656 ± 0.145 0.250 ± 0.094 0.768 ± 0.083 0.305 ± 0.099
5 BOS 0.240 ± 0.099 0.662 ± 0.155 0.276 ± 0116 0.783 ± 0.069 0.342 ± 0.115
10 CHI 0.240 ± 0.091 0.659 ± 0.129 0.306 ± 0.107 0.776 ± 0.075 0.342 ± 0.103
10 BOS 0.280 ± 0.088 0.695 ± 0.118 0.344 ± 0.101 0.789 ± 0.046 0.391 ± 0.096
15 CHI 0.262 ± 0.09 0.651 ± 0.131 0.334 ± 0.103 0.770 ± 0.073 0.365 ± 0.096
15 BOS 0.286 ± 0.091 0.666 ± 0.125 0.352 ± 0.106 0.778 ± 0.064 0.392 ± 0.099
20 CHI 0.274 ± 0.093 0.640 ± 0.141 0.347 ± 0.108 0.761 ± 0.078 0.374 ± 0.099
20 BOS 0.295 ± 0.097 0.661 ± 0.134 0.364 ± 0.108 0.768 ± 0.069 0.399 ± 0.102
25 CHI 0.291 ± 0.098 0.638 ± 0.135 0.35 ± 0.108 0.755 ± 0.076 0.390 ± 0.101
25 BOS 0.302 ± 0.097 0.659 ± 0.128 0.373 ± 0.108 0.762 ± 0.068 0.405 ± 0.101

Table 4. Percentage Increase in Precision, Recall and F-measure metrics.

Number Macro Macro Micro Micro Macro
of Features Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged F-measure

5 16.51% 0.92% 10.40% 1.95% 12.13%
10 16.67% 5.46% 12.42% 1.68% 14.33%
15 9.16% 2.30% 5.39% 1.04% 7.40%
20 7.66% 3.28% 4.90% 0.92% 6.68%
25 3.78% 3.29% 2.19% 0.93% 3.85%

This comparison shows that the collaborative BOS adjusted ranking resulted in higher precision and coverage
models in all features cutting scenarios that were analyzed. Additionally, we realize the two-tailed Students t-test31 in
order to verify if two distributions of results are significantly different from each other in each scenario. The resultant
P-Value of each scenario is presented in table 5.

Table 5. P-Value for each group of results.

Number Macro Macro Micro Micro Macro
of Features Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged F-measure

5 0.00004 0.716561 0.027979 0.157236 0.000124
10 0.00000 0.000867 0.000022 0.055242 0.000000
15 0.00006 0.103782 0.005930 0.137976 0.000003
20 0.00001 0.001823 0.002186 0.159951 0.000000
25 0.00935 0.000540 0.086640 0.029568 0.000059

Conventionally, the P-value for statistical significance difference is defined as P <0.0532. Therefore, it is possible
note a relevant difference between Chi-square feature set results and BOL adjusted feature set results mainly in macro
and micro average coverage metric. This analysis indicates that the gain in coverage obtained through the use of
collective intelligence in the feature selection process was statistically significant.
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6. Discussion and future work

The objective of the experiment and respective results analysis presented in this paper was to compare the perfor-
mance of feature selection approaches (automatic and CrowdFS) considering different numbers of selected features.
A future work would be to evaluate a larger set of features using CrowdFS approach to find the number of selected
features that maximizes coverage or precision metrics. One alternative would be to distribute complementary subsets
of features to different subgroups of participants in order to not overload any of the participants.

The use of a public and popular dataset, such as the one used in this study, facilitates the reproducibility of the
experiment and comparison with other works. However, the most used text datasets in academic studies do not
consist of updated information and are available mainly only in the English language. Although the vast majority of
respondents evaluate their knowledge of English as intermediate and advanced, their native language was Portuguese.
Since the news articles may involve technical terms, it may be difficult to evaluate terms spelled in a non native
language. Outdated stories can contain terms, such as names of companies, that no longer exist or are related to that
topic, thus can impact the term evaluation. Therefore, a relevant future work is to evaluate the proposed approach
using a recent news stories dataset available in the participant's native language.

As the proposed approach had a better result in situations where there were fewer labeled instances, a future work
would be to analyze the use of collective intelligence through multi-voting to support semi-supervised methods. For
example, use the collaborative evaluation of terms to support the prediction of the labels or clustering of unlabeled
data.

Due to the company and Brazilian government regulations, there were several limitations to the use of financial
incentives to employees. For this reason, no financial incentive was used in the present study. Thus, another future
work would be to evaluate the proposed approach in an environment where it is possible to use financial incentives
or to adopt other types of incentive, for example using gamification techniques. Another alternative is to evaluate the
usage of crowdsourcing tools such as Amazon Mechanical Turk which already includes financial incentive as part of
the process.

7. Conclusion

This paper presented the approach called CrowdFS based on collective intelligence techniques to support the selec-
tion of label specific features for multi-label text classification. The quantitative experiment conducted on a multina-
tional energy company demonstrated the feasibility of this approach, with better accuracy and coverage metrics, when
compared with a popular automatic feature selection method, in scenarios that are available with small amount of
labeled data. Since this paper represents a first and exploratory work about the proposed CrowdFS approach, another
relevant contribution is the set of issues and future work raised and discussed about the use of collective intelligence
techniques to support the machine learning and natural language processes.
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used only the BOS ranking here, because this part of the analysis simulates aggressive feature cut scenarios (5, 10,
15, 20 and 25 remaining features).

For each training subset in each cut scenario, two models were trained and tested. A first model based on original
Chi-square ranking and a second model based on the BOS adjusted ranking. The recall and precision (macro and
micro average) comparisons between both models are presented in tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Comparison of CHI and BOS recall and precision results.

Number Macro Macro Micro Micro Macro
of Features Ranking Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged F-measure

5 CHI 0.206 ± 0.078 0.656 ± 0.145 0.250 ± 0.094 0.768 ± 0.083 0.305 ± 0.099
5 BOS 0.240 ± 0.099 0.662 ± 0.155 0.276 ± 0116 0.783 ± 0.069 0.342 ± 0.115
10 CHI 0.240 ± 0.091 0.659 ± 0.129 0.306 ± 0.107 0.776 ± 0.075 0.342 ± 0.103
10 BOS 0.280 ± 0.088 0.695 ± 0.118 0.344 ± 0.101 0.789 ± 0.046 0.391 ± 0.096
15 CHI 0.262 ± 0.09 0.651 ± 0.131 0.334 ± 0.103 0.770 ± 0.073 0.365 ± 0.096
15 BOS 0.286 ± 0.091 0.666 ± 0.125 0.352 ± 0.106 0.778 ± 0.064 0.392 ± 0.099
20 CHI 0.274 ± 0.093 0.640 ± 0.141 0.347 ± 0.108 0.761 ± 0.078 0.374 ± 0.099
20 BOS 0.295 ± 0.097 0.661 ± 0.134 0.364 ± 0.108 0.768 ± 0.069 0.399 ± 0.102
25 CHI 0.291 ± 0.098 0.638 ± 0.135 0.35 ± 0.108 0.755 ± 0.076 0.390 ± 0.101
25 BOS 0.302 ± 0.097 0.659 ± 0.128 0.373 ± 0.108 0.762 ± 0.068 0.405 ± 0.101

Table 4. Percentage Increase in Precision, Recall and F-measure metrics.

Number Macro Macro Micro Micro Macro
of Features Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged F-measure

5 16.51% 0.92% 10.40% 1.95% 12.13%
10 16.67% 5.46% 12.42% 1.68% 14.33%
15 9.16% 2.30% 5.39% 1.04% 7.40%
20 7.66% 3.28% 4.90% 0.92% 6.68%
25 3.78% 3.29% 2.19% 0.93% 3.85%

This comparison shows that the collaborative BOS adjusted ranking resulted in higher precision and coverage
models in all features cutting scenarios that were analyzed. Additionally, we realize the two-tailed Students t-test31 in
order to verify if two distributions of results are significantly different from each other in each scenario. The resultant
P-Value of each scenario is presented in table 5.

Table 5. P-Value for each group of results.

Number Macro Macro Micro Micro Macro
of Features Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged Recall Averaged Precision Averaged F-measure

5 0.00004 0.716561 0.027979 0.157236 0.000124
10 0.00000 0.000867 0.000022 0.055242 0.000000
15 0.00006 0.103782 0.005930 0.137976 0.000003
20 0.00001 0.001823 0.002186 0.159951 0.000000
25 0.00935 0.000540 0.086640 0.029568 0.000059

Conventionally, the P-value for statistical significance difference is defined as P <0.0532. Therefore, it is possible
note a relevant difference between Chi-square feature set results and BOL adjusted feature set results mainly in macro
and micro average coverage metric. This analysis indicates that the gain in coverage obtained through the use of
collective intelligence in the feature selection process was statistically significant.
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6. Discussion and future work

The objective of the experiment and respective results analysis presented in this paper was to compare the perfor-
mance of feature selection approaches (automatic and CrowdFS) considering different numbers of selected features.
A future work would be to evaluate a larger set of features using CrowdFS approach to find the number of selected
features that maximizes coverage or precision metrics. One alternative would be to distribute complementary subsets
of features to different subgroups of participants in order to not overload any of the participants.

The use of a public and popular dataset, such as the one used in this study, facilitates the reproducibility of the
experiment and comparison with other works. However, the most used text datasets in academic studies do not
consist of updated information and are available mainly only in the English language. Although the vast majority of
respondents evaluate their knowledge of English as intermediate and advanced, their native language was Portuguese.
Since the news articles may involve technical terms, it may be difficult to evaluate terms spelled in a non native
language. Outdated stories can contain terms, such as names of companies, that no longer exist or are related to that
topic, thus can impact the term evaluation. Therefore, a relevant future work is to evaluate the proposed approach
using a recent news stories dataset available in the participant's native language.

As the proposed approach had a better result in situations where there were fewer labeled instances, a future work
would be to analyze the use of collective intelligence through multi-voting to support semi-supervised methods. For
example, use the collaborative evaluation of terms to support the prediction of the labels or clustering of unlabeled
data.

Due to the company and Brazilian government regulations, there were several limitations to the use of financial
incentives to employees. For this reason, no financial incentive was used in the present study. Thus, another future
work would be to evaluate the proposed approach in an environment where it is possible to use financial incentives
or to adopt other types of incentive, for example using gamification techniques. Another alternative is to evaluate the
usage of crowdsourcing tools such as Amazon Mechanical Turk which already includes financial incentive as part of
the process.

7. Conclusion

This paper presented the approach called CrowdFS based on collective intelligence techniques to support the selec-
tion of label specific features for multi-label text classification. The quantitative experiment conducted on a multina-
tional energy company demonstrated the feasibility of this approach, with better accuracy and coverage metrics, when
compared with a popular automatic feature selection method, in scenarios that are available with small amount of
labeled data. Since this paper represents a first and exploratory work about the proposed CrowdFS approach, another
relevant contribution is the set of issues and future work raised and discussed about the use of collective intelligence
techniques to support the machine learning and natural language processes.
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